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Our Australian Constitutional Theory project, which this conference 
launches, aims to ask fundamental questions about the nature of our polity 
and the constitution that provides the formal basis of its operation. It asks 
questions about the values that underlie it and the institutions that can make 
the realisation of those values possible. In a very fundamental way, we are 
asking of our constitution and our polity - What are you g c d  for? What are 
we here for? How can we deal with the fact that any decent heterogeneous 
society will generate different answers on which reasonable people will 
reasonably differ'! Finally, what is it to be a polity in an increasingly 
international world'! 

These were questions that were largely unasked because history and 
circumstance did not demand an answer. Australia was not forged through a 
struggle for independence or because of some great crisis which forced 
Australians to think through the basic principles behind their approach to 
governance. 

The ingredients inherited from the United Kingdom ancl consciously 
selected from the United States were basically left to stand as they are with 
frequent, only partially justified, complaints that they cic) not mix. There has 
been no attempt to consider how appropriate those constitutional concepts, 
ideals and values are to the Australia of the late twentieth century. This is a 
major failing given the changes in the nature of society, politics and law and 
new problems that have arisen since those concepts, ideals and values were 
first formulated. There has been no concerted attempt to re-evaluate or to 
mould these concepts and ideals into a co~lstitutional system of recognizable 
Australian form by modifying, refining or even discarding them where 
necessary and adding fresh elements suitable for Australia. 
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In this short paper, I would like to identify some of the questions we 
consider important, concentrating on those where the answers that would have 
been given 100 years ago are likely to he u11satisfactc)ry now. I will then go 
on tc.1 etnphasise the importance of developing Australiul answers and 
avoiding the uncritical adoption of imported constitutional theory. 

SOME ISSUES FOR THE NINETIES IN AUSTRALIAN 
CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY: 

Although the word democracy is one of the oldest words in the political 
lexicon, it is a very recent phenomenon in the West. Sir Samuel Griffith was 
working on the Australian constitution barely 100 years after the fjrst 
experiments with universal aclult male suffrage ancl before tlle vote had been 
extenciecl tc) women, indigenous peoples ancl at a time when gerrymanders and 
property franchises for upper houses were still common. Our ideas about 
clemocracy have developed much since then uld we have still to confront a 
number of important issues - such as the interaction between democracy and 
the 111arket and the extent to which democracy is extended to other institutions 
in our society. 

Rights 

Most of the clrafters woulcl have assu~ned that the C011unon Law providecl 
the best protection of our rights ulc1 liberties. That view has been challengeel 
over the l a ~ t  twenty years and many have advc.)cated the importation of the US 
mociel of a written Bill of Rights ancl a constitutionally protected court to 
protect them. With Australian Cupitul ~c<lrvision' a new arnalgatn w5s 

1 Austrc~licrn Cc~pitcil Tc.levision Pry Ltd v Minister for Trcmsport cmd 
Cornrrr~rnir.trtio~~s (1989) 86 ALK 119. 
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suggested - that common law rights should he implied as already incorporated 
in oui written constitution. 

However, in clebati~lg the different means protecting rights, it is assumed 
that the rights to be protected are tile traditional "negative rights'' (which 
involve freedom from state interference) as found in the US Bill of Rights lulcl 

the UN Internationcil Convc.ntion on Civil cind Political t?ights2. Little 
attention has been devclted to the last two huncireci years c)f pllilosoplical 
debate about the nature of rights and the perceiveel inadequacies of this 
limited conception of rights. The different conceptions of rights ant1 the new 
"ge~lerations" of rights clai11is are almost completely ignored. (Economic, 
social and cultural are often referred to as "second generation rights" and 
group rights as "third generation rights".) And different kin& of rights tnay 
need a different mix of institutions to realise these rights. 

To co~lfine the eliscussion of rights in Australia to traclitional rights claitns 
is to anchor the debate in the eighteenth century - 100 years in the wrong 
direction!' 

Federalism 

Federalism is one issue which has generated theoretical discussion in 
Australia. It is often suggested that this d c ~ s  not fit in with the kind of 
representative democracy we have chosen. Sir Sarnuel Grifflth in particular 
thought tillat "either representative govenunent will tlestsoy federalist11 or 
fecleralism will clestroy responsible gc.)ven~nent"~ - a view that gained wicle 

' 1967 Kep.6 ILM 768. 
3 These themes are developed rnc~re fully in my essay "The Dimensions of Rights and 

their prr.)tectic.)n by Statute", in C.J.G. Sampford and D.J. Galligan ( 4 s )  L~IW Rights 
cmd thr Welfure Stute, London, Croorn Helm, 1986, 170. 

R.M. Crommelin, "The Commonwealth Executive; A Deliberate Enigma" in G. 
Craven, (Ed.), The Convention Debutes 1891 to 1898; Commmturirs, Indices and 
Guide, Sydney, Legal Rooks,  1986. 
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currency in the aftermath of the 1975 clismissal of the Whitlam govetn~nent.~ 
Others thought that the mix was rather more successful at the time ancl since - 
a view that was generally held until the 1075 crisis. H(:)wever, nearly twenty 
years later, that crisis seems more of an aberration than the start of instability. 
I have gone so far as to argue that the causes of the 1975 crisis ciid not lie in 
either the concept of federalism nor the institutions chosen at federatio11.~ 
Furthermore, I lime argued that the problem can effectively be hantlled even 
without constitutional change (desirable though a clarification might be).' 

The nature and relationships between the kind of federalis111 arid 
responsible govenunent that is evolving in Australia will be a part of our 
work and the argument will be furthereel in the monograph plannecl for the encl 
of this project. However, I want to place our federalism in context by seeing 
it as one of the ways in which we recognize significant sub-groups within the 
polity arlcl its constitution. 

When the Constitutic.)n was drafted, there were certain groups who were 
presumecl to have different views that needed to be respected and represented. 
Those groups were the states, arid in particular the politicians who 
represented them. Although the source of their own power may have had its 
predictable bias in the importance they placed on their constituencies, there 
was a strong basis for this view. The development of colonial Australia 
involved, in its simplest terms, a port, a city and a hinterland. The hi~lterlmd 
provided the agricultural and mineral wealth, the port provided the access to 
overseas markets and the city was the centre of politics, learning, law and 
gc.)venmlent. This providetl an i~lcreclibly strong impetus to regionalism. In 

5 See, for example, C. Howard, and C. Saunders, "The Blocking c ~ f  Supply and the 
Dismissal of the Guvernment" in G.  Evans, (ed.) Lubor and the Constitution, 
Melbourne, Heinelnann, 1976,251-287 and R.M. Crc.~mlnelin, "The Colnmc.rnwealth 
Executive; A Deliberate Enigma" in G. Craven, (Ed.), The Convmtion Debutes 1891 
to IR98; Comnimturies, Indices and Guide, Sydney, Legal Rooks, 1986. ' C.J.G. Sampf(.~rd, "Kesponsible Government and the Logic of Federalism" 1990 Public 
Luw 90. 

7 C.J.G. Sarnpf(.~rd, "The Senate and Supply: some awkward questions" (1987) 13 
Monush University Law Rev im 1 19. 
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general, all of these reinforced the strengths of the individual colonies. The 
exception was Queensland where those same combinations of factors 
supported the separatist movements in based around the other ports, 
especially Rockhampton and Townsville. They also had the power to make 
their voices hearcL 

Those groups still insist on being respected even though the perceived 
ciifferences have largely disappeared - indeed, to a large extent they never 
really e~nerged. 

However, we were a society of perceived differences then - the cleavage 
lines are different now. The states are not the only or necessarily the most 
important sub-group. Incligenous and inmigrant peoples, Catholic and 
Protestant, capital and labour, men and women, European and Anglo Celtic 
immigrants, Asian and European immigrants are distinctions are cleavages 
that have loomecl large at various times. Some of these cleavages could he 
handled within two party democracy - some were not, or barely at all. 

This raises some large questions. 

How do you deal with different sub-groups? In what way are they 
represented in tlle political prwess - through negotiation with the mainstream 
parties, through advisory processes within government (eg EPAC, the 
Wo~nen's Consultative Council), through proportional voting, thrc~ugh 
separate assemblies (eg the states, local govenment and, more recently, 
ATSIC), tluough reservation of seats in the Fecleral Parlianlent (as the 
Coiwtjtution requires for the states), c.)r by some other means'? How do you 
conceive of their rights? It also leacls to a new question - how do you cieal 
with the fact that the sub-groups in any important clemocracy are likely to 
change over time'? To an extent, the party system with its ability to deal with 
different coalitions is an important and flexible response. However, the party 
system in single member constituencies will prove unsatisfactory to minorities 
with very strong views. 

In this context it is interesting to see how the Senate, originally a states 
house, 1 c ~ k s  like beco~ning a house in which minority interests will have a 
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strong say. The House which was supposed to protect the states did not do so 
because most key differences of opinion crossed state lines.8 However, 
tllrough an accident of its franchise, it is better able to meet the demands of 
the new non-regional minorities than most, if not all, Australian institutions. 

Judging 

One hundred years ago, there was a general assumption that judges found 
the law - an assumption that was only then being challenged by the 
antecedents of the American Realist movement like Oliver Wendel ~olrnes" 
and' John Chipman ~ r a ~ " .  

We now know that judges do not find law. They are not intellectual 
detectives that find hidden gems in haystacks of the law reports. Nor do the 
make law in any simple sense. They remake law every time they interpret it. 
Untierstanding the means by which they do it and the effective limitations on 
the way they do it is one of the great questions of ~uris~rudence." 

Where judges are interpreting a basic constitutional dcxument that is 
virtually impossible to formally amend, the issue is that much more important 
tllan in interpreting statute law which can be changeci by the legislature if they 

The initial state based differences over free trade gave way tc.) differences between 
capital and labuur that cl(.)n~inated most of the twentieth century. One of the most 
interesting features of Australian democracy is how little regional difference there is in 
electtral support for the two rnajor parties. Voting support rarely varies by as much as 
5'6, between states. There is no ccjlnparison tc.1 the EastlWest divicle in Canada or the 
Nt.)rth/Suuth divide in the United Kingdom. ' "The Path c.)f the Law" (1897) 10 Horvurd Law R e v i m  457. 

l o  J.C. Gray, The Nature unti Sourc,es ~ f L ( n v ,  New York, Macmillan, 1921, 84. " The way I pose this traditional question is as fc)llows: "how is it that seven judges can 
hear the same arguments, read the same cases and statutes, come to seven different 
ccinclusi(.~ns, and feel comp~.lled to do so." I have long felt that two c.)f the must 
commc.in views about judging - "six, or even seven, c.)f them are wrong" AND "they 
make it up as they gc.) along" - to be cvmpletely inadequate as failing tc) answer the 
question. 
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consider in hindsight that they did not intencl the interpretation that the 
jucliciary r e d  into it. 

Rule of Law 

Tile rule of law constitutes a very frne ideal - laws should be, as far as 
possible, puhlic, prospective, clear, stable, made according to establishecl 
procedures, and applied without bias by independent courts to which citizens 
should have access. If it can be achieved, it nukes laws more effective 
because it allows citizens to take the law into account in making and remaking 
their life plans - avoiding those things that are discouraged and doing those 
tl~ings that are encouraged. At the same time this allows citizens a greater 
degree of autonomy. 

However, one of the most hnclanental tlifiiculties with the concept is that 
the law which was envisaged as "ruling" was very clifferent from that wluch 
wc now conceive. We now know a lot more ahout the clifiiculties of malung 
laws clear, the difficulty in maintaining "stability" of texts of incletenllinate 
reference, the inevitability of bias, the costs of access to justice and the 
clifiiculties of reaching the puhlic with any more than the cruclest 
unclerstanding of the law and its rationale. 

As our itleas about law have changed, so we must reassess what the "rule 
of law" might involve. Sonle might see the rule of law as made irrelevant by 
changes wrought by legal theory in our view c~ law. Others might see it as a 
still valuable itleal - but one in need of recletinition. 

These are questions about institutions - not just about rules. 

The lawyer's ohject of study ancl expertise, their stock in trade, is found in 
rules anel arguments clerivecl from rules. Accordingly, they are likely to see 
the ru~swel-s to questions like those raised ahove primarily in tenns of rules 
anti principles - of justice perhaps, rulcl of law for certain. Even if lawyers are 
prepared to look heyoncl the law, the rule or principle tends to he seen as 
either the answer or the core of the answer. 
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However, constitutic)nal law is ultimately about the institutions through 
which we govern ourselves, institutions which realise and/or frustrate1' the 
rules and principles we may determine for our governance. 

The cf fiiculty in shifting focus to the institutio~ls which we ~ r ~ u s t  consider 
is compounded by a general bli~lcirless to the importance of institutions in 
Anglo-American law. As I have argueci elsewhere", our culture's emphasis 
c.)n irldivicluals rr~earls that we often fail to appreciate the nature, pc.)ssibilities 
and realities of institutio~ls. 

We create institutions to concentrate people and resources to achieve 
sharecl ends. Therein lies the great strength of institutions. But it is also the 
source of our greatest concerns about them: 

i~lstitutions are subject to stagnation as they fail to further those ends; 

institutions are subject to capture as new lrlerrlbers seek tc.1 use the 
concentrations of people, resources and power for their ow11 ends; ruld 

these concentrations of power [nay threaten the rights anti autonomy of 
inclividuals. 

This does not mean that we should assurrle that puhlic institutions will 
alwuys fail. Nor that they will always fall prey to rent seekers (as claimed by 
public choice theory), Canberra centrists, the money power, c.)r the ~rlilitary 
inclustrial complex. Most importantly of all, it dces not mean that state 
i~lstitutions are by nature antithetical to the freedom of individuals. This 
latter prejudice still leads some constitutio~lal lawyers to see puhlic law as 
about the l in~i ta t io~~ of state powerL4. 

l 2  Generally hoth. 
I.' See C.J.G. Sampf[.)rd, "Law, Institutions and the F'uhlic F'rivate Divide" (1992) 20 

Ft~ciorc~l Lcm Revicw 185. 
14 If that were the point of puhlic law it woulcl he easily fulfilled hy banning the state! 
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It merely means that we must seek to design and re-design our institutions 
so that they are more likely fo serve the needs, desires ant1 interests of 
citizens. 

The centrality of institutions to constitutional theory provides an important 
reason for its interclisciplinarity. Legal and political philosophers can offer 
cieeper insights into the theoretical issues raised by the project. Historians can 
offer an understanding of the way that those institutions developetl. 
Stxiologists can place those institutions within the workings of contemporary 
society. In particular, political scientists can offer their insights into power 
and the institutions through which it is organised. 

THE ROLE OF THEORY 

In advocating the development of Australian constitutional theory, I arn 
not suggesting that constitutional theory can provide answers to all our 
constitutional problems. Although some theories have purporteci to prc:)vide 
universal answers arid their misguided followers have atternptecl to put them 
into practice15, theory must perfc~rm a more modest role. 

Theories purport to offer coherent structured answers to one or more of 
the important questions about their subject matterI6. Constitutional theories 
attempt to answer questions about the kinci of constitution and basic politico- 
legal institutions we have, the values they further and their relationship to 
other elements of our polity arid society. Answering such basic questions for 
ourselves is necessary before we can realistically evaluate the kinci. of 
institutions we have anti the kinds of changes which we might consider 
desirable to them. 

l 5  A fault as much attributable to extreme Marxists and extreme free marketeers. 
I h That is how I interpreted "legal theory" in C.J.G. Sampford and D.A.K. Woc.)d in 

"'Theoretical Dirnensic.)nsq of Legal Educatic.)n - a response to Pearce" (1988) 62 
Austruliun Luw Journul32. 
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In advocating this kind of role, I am specifically eschewing and warning of 
the excesses or mistakes into which theory laden work can fall. 

(1) Theory can be donnlinated by simple and simplistic ideas which provide 
an important insight into the subject matter but which are incapable of dealing 
with the complexities of that subject matter. 

(2) Much legal theory is imported from other disciplines and responds to 
the fashions in those disciplines - Marxism, free market economics, analytical 
philosophy, linguistic philosophy, post mtdernism. These theories may have 
much to offer, but their uncritical application does no service to the theory or 
to the law. The answers to questions about one social phenomenon as 
conceived by another discipline may or may not have relevance to questions 
about constitutions. 

(3) Mudl constitutional theory is imported from other countries - 
especially England and the United States. It is natural for us to look at such 
theories - given the ccmlrnon elements in our constitutional history and the 
conscious derivation of some of our institutions from those countries. 
However, we should remember that we should be asking our questions about 
our institutions and seeking appropriate answers to them. The answers that 
others derived to their questions about their institutions may not be r e d l y  
applicable. I would like to devote the rest of this paper to a product warning 
on some recent theoretical imports. 

PROIIUCT WARNING O N  THEORETICAL IMPORTS: 

During the 1980s. Australia suffered from the fact that too many people 
were buying imported gc~)ds rather than 1c~)king for gocd local products that 
met local needs. This is not to deny the value of high quality imports that suit 
local conditions and stimulate local manufacturers to improve their game. 
But we must always beware the flashy, well marketed import with a g c ~ d  
label that may be of little use in Australia. There has been a similar problem 
wit11 ideas. Although Australians have played an important role in the 
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international exchange of ideas, we have recently bought a lot of ideas whose 
heavy marketing has managed to disguise the fact that they not only do not 
work in Australian conditions but have proved disastrous in their home 
markets. Nowhere is this more apparent than in economic theory where 
English and American orthodoxies were heavily promoted by those who 
would henefit fmm their adoption. Although not all could predict just how 
disastrous these orthcxioxies would prove in their home countries it was long 
apparent that the British and American economies were not going to be the 
success stories of the 1980s. 

Australian constitutional theory is in its infancy and does not have the 
influence to do the kind of darnage inflicted by American-influenced 
economists. Nonetheless, one of the most striking features of some recent 
writing is the primacy given to Arnerican constitutional ideas. Not only were 
these icleas consciously favoureci at the expense of English ideas which haci 
long been a part of the Australian constitution; they were also preferred to 
attelripts tc.) forge new Australian ideas that integrate the diverse parts of that 
heritage in a uniquely Australian way. This first hecanle apparent to me at a 
synpc.)sium that was organised by my collaborator on this project (Brian 
Galligan) in 1990 on the eve (as it turned out) of that year's federal election. 
These thoughts are in response to the interaction generated by the exchanges 
that took place there. 

The Primacy of Federalism: 

Everyc.)ne agrees that the Australian constitution involves a mix of 
fecieralism anci responsible govenlrnent. Several of the contributors rightly 
criticise past tendencies to minimise and denigrate federalism because it did 
not tit in with a straight English mcdel of unitary government, parliamentary 
sovereignty and strong versions of responsible govemment. 

Un&rtunately, some of the essays have kcorne mirror images of those 
they criticise - depicting a constitution constructed around principles of 
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federalism andlor limited govemment and marginalising responsible 
government. 

Jan~es Warden seeks to interpret the constitution according to a theory of 
federalism which he consmcts from the ideas and arguments deployed by the 
framers, or rather "the ~najority [who] won most of the crucial divisions in the 
committees against the liberal nationalists" in whose minds "protection of 
states' rights was foremo~t".'~ For him "the point of the constitution, as it 
was to be written, and the motivations of the majority of the framers, was to 
protect the small states within the enlpowereci ~ornrnonwealth la  indeed, "the 
design of the Constitution is built around the Senate"!lY 

Shannan sees Australia as a "compountl republic" ciesigned to disperse 
p)wer in order to preserve inciivitiual liberty arlci govenunental resp)nsiveness 
via federalism, bicameralism and entrenched cc.)nsti tutions. Respottsible 
govenunent is depicted as the piece that ciid not fit this otherwise coherent 
i~nage.~" Indeed, he sees responsible govenunent emerging late in English 
constitutional development as a deviation from an earlier traciition c.)f limiting 
the exe~utive.~' 

Galligan and Uhr describe Australia as a "federal democracy" with its 
institutions of govemment being "essentially" federal.= Federalism is "its 
central organising principle of and is "the most important part" 

17 James Warden "Federalism and the Design of the Australian Constitution", F'aper 
presented tc.) the Federalism Kesearch Centre's Cc~nference on Australian 
Constitutional Theory. F'arliament House. Canherra. March 1990. 2. 

I X  Ill at 8. 
iY Id at 13. 
30 "In surn, it is the so called Rritish parliamentary tradition that is the problem, not O L ! ~  

indigenc~us political institutions" C.Sharman, Presidential Address, Australasian 
Political Studies Association Conference, UNSW, 26th September, 1980, 11. 

2' I d a t 9 .  
22 Rrian Galligan and John Uhr, "Australian Federal De~nocracy" F'aper presented to the 

Federalism Research Centre's Conference on Australian Cvnstitutic.~nal Thec.~ry, 
F'arliament House, Canberra, March 199(3,4. 
I d a t 7 .  
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of the "Australian story" and "central to the character of Australian 
democracy".24 Responsible govenunent is only grucigingly xknowleclged. It 
is seen as something that "emerged very early in the life of the 
~ommo~~wealtll"" that "co~nplicates"~~ the ha~ically federal constitution 
rather than being acknowledged as designed in from the very beginning. 

Galligan and Uhr omit one extremely important element of Australian 
democracy - the election of the executive through the operation of responsible 
govenutlent. Although the election is in formal tenns a little indirect, via the 
election of MHRs and the vice-regal appointment of Pri~ne Minister and 
Cabinet, the whole political process is motivated by and directed to that end. 
Incieed, Galligan anci Ulu see politicians, ~rieclia anci public as preoccupieci 
with it. However, I would not put these phenomena (and the people hvolvecl) 
down to the greater "excitement" of electoral competitic.)n but to the central 
i~nportance of the composition of the federal executive in our constitution. 
Federalists who emphasise (and decry) the strength of the executive should be 
the first to agree on this importance. 

I must say that I found the attempt to niarginalise responsible govenunent 
on the very day before the 1990 federal election bizarre. Everyone in that 
room knew full well that the most important and ciirect consequence of the 
voting on the next day wc:)uld be the choice of a Prime Minister on the basis of 
the nu~nber of seats won in the lower House of Federal Parliament. 

The explanation lies in the largely independent roles that federalism and 
responsible govenment play in the cor~stitution. As Warden point\ out, the 
ftkieralis~n debatetl anci aciopted was largely concerned with the powers of the 
state and federal units and the relations between them. This allowed tlle units 
to operate acwrding to the version of responsible government with which they 
were familiar and felt comfortable - subject only to such mc~iifications as 
were necessary to accommodate the fact that the units did not starlci by 
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the~nselves but as part of a federation. In fact such mcxiifications were few. 
Even when they adopted a "federal" Senate the conventions refused to weaken 
responsible govenlment despite being told that it was incompatible with 
federalism (something which I argue is perfectly defe~tsible as a ~natter of 
practice ancl theory)." 

For those who concentrate on the convention debates, and the text they left 
behind, federalism seerns tc) predominate. However, respc.)nsihle govenunent 
has always been the preciominant feature of the way that those units actually 
operated. 

Limited Government and the Diffusion of Power: 

Several writers find, at the heart c)f our constitution, principles of limited 
govenmlent, checks and balances, and the diffusion of power for the purpose 
of protecting human rights. For Galligan anel Uhr, "the constitution is 
basically one of institutional clivisions anci checks on power." In most cases 
this is associated with American federalism citing Ostro~n's theory of a 
"compound republic" in which "govemnental power is dispersed among a 
number of rival agencies, agreement anlong which is necessary for 
authoritative action".28 Some seem to fall into the logicatrap of assuming 
that because federalism supposedly performs certain functions in conjunction 
with other elements of the American Constitution it will perform the same 
function here despite being mixed with different elernents. However, Sham~an 
also claims support for limited governnlent within Australian cc)lonial 
traditions of written constitutions, strong upper houses and judicial revikw. 

The problems facing this line of Australian constitutic)nal theorising are 
both historikal alcl philosoplical. 

In fact the cc.~ntinuity is highlighted by the way that the Senate has c.rperated mc.lre like a 
state upper house than a senate in any other country - with the 1972 and 1975 
aberratims closely resembling the rogue periods of the Victc.~rian Legislative Council. 
C.Sharman, cihove 11.20 at 6. 
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Until very recently, Australia had no tradition of limiting government for 
the purpose of protecting human rights. The colonial and commonwealth 
governments were certainly limited by their creators. But the purpose was to 
preserve the power of those creators rather than defend the liberty of their 
common subjects. Limitations on colonial government were designed to 
protect the power of the British govenunent and its local representatives. 
Colonial upper houses were explicitly created to protect property owners from 
the unreliable decisions of the more democratically elected lower house. The 
attempteci limitation of the Commonwealth to protect state power was one of 
d ~ e  most explicit themes of the federation process and federallstate conflicts 
ever since. State premiers have sought to preserve the power of their 
govenunents, frequently at the expense of their citizens. No better example 
could be given than Mr Bjelke-Petersen, that profoundly illiberal premier who 
was an implacable opponent of commonwealth power, especially when it was 
used to secure human rights, equal opportunity and indigenous land rights. 
The Australian tradition has been to argue over the division of power among 
governments rather than to limit all governments in order to increase 
inclividual liberty. 

Constitutional theorists whc) find such principles in the Australian 
constitution are reflecting American traclitions rather than Australian c.)nes. 
The underlying thesis appears to incorporate a wonying logical slide: 
1. Part of our constitution incorporates American federalism; 
2. American fecieralism is one part of the American theory of limited 
govenunent; 
3. Therefore Australian federalism is part of an Australian theory of limited 
govenu~lent; 
However, both constitutions are mixtures ancl we should not suppose that a 
theory that nlakes coherent their particular nlixture could ~rlake i;ur different 
rnixture coherent.'" 

3 The indirect way in which it is introduced is transparent in the arguments of Sharmnn 
and GalliganIUhr. After pointing out that we have an Anierican mcrdel of federalism 
Sharrnnn says that it "is often noted" that "the fecteralisnn of the United States is part 
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Philosophically, the eighteenth century ideal of limiting government for the 
purpose of protecting human rights is fundamentally flawed and is rejected 
even by prominent American liberals like Ronald   work in.^^ As a general 
goal, limiting governlent promotes what Dworkin calls "liberty as license" 
rather than specified liberties that are the subject of human rights. Even if 
govenunents are linlitecl only insofar as their actions would i~lfringe those 
specified rights, this cat1 only protect "negative liberties". Rights in any fuller 
sense may require sute intervention to protect individuals from the exercise of 
non-state power or to provide the resources necessary for the exercise of their 
hu~nan  right^.^' 

111 particular it should be emphasised that the limitation of state power 
inevitably ~nakes other fornls of power more valuable. This is one of the 
reasons why it is so popular with those who hold such power and why J.K. 
Galhraith is constantly wanling us to be wary of their praise (and the funding) 
which so frequently acco~npanies it. 

Finally, and   no st fundanlentally of all, the ideal of limited government 
misses the point of having govenunents. If the sole point of govenlment were 
to protect individuals (or the colonies) from the abuse of commonwealth 
power, then the sinlplest solution would he to have no fecleration at The 

of a constitutional scheme which rests on what Ostrom has called a cornpound 
republic" ("Australia as a compound republic" p. 6). Galligan and Uhr suggest that 
the hybrid quality vf the Australian Constituticm ought to encourage commentatc.~rs to 
devise new evaluative frameworks adapted from the standards of federal 
constitutionalism identified hy Madison (p. 19). 

o See discussion in C.J.G.Sampfc~rd and L).Woc.~d "Rights, Justice anti Taxation" in 
W.Saclurski, (ed) Ethical Dimensions o f L ~ ~ x u l  Thwry: Poznun Stutiirs in the 
Philosophy ofthe Sciences und the Hmc~nities.  Amsterciam, Rodopi, 1991. " Indeed, I have lung argued that the realisatic.~n of liberal values that demand for all 
human beings the rights tc.1 do the actions which are the suhject of hunian rights 
requires state action. For a full discussic.~n of this see C.J.G.Sampford "The 
L)i~nensions c.~f Rights and their prc.)tectic.)n hy Statute", in C.J.G.Sarnpf(.)rd and 
D.Galligan (eds) Law Rights und the Welfure State, 170. 

32 See C.J.G Salnpfr~rd, "Law, Institutions and the Public Private Divide" (1'992) 20 
Fe(leru1 Luw RPV~(U, 185. 
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point of feeleration was to create institutions that were capable of achieving 
certain ends and to give them the power to achieve those ends. To he sure, 
the fratners tried to avoid giving any more power than was needeci and wanted 
to ensure that such powers would be used for those ciesignated purposes. 
However, these goals are a corollary of the creation and empowerment of 
Con~monwealth institutions and should not be seen as their raison d'etre. The 
conferring of power was the logically prior act: confining the power to that 
necessary for the purpose of the conferral was logically derivative. In a very 
real sense these are not separate issues at all. There is only one issue - how to 
give govenlrnent exactly the right amount of power for the purposes the 
govenunent is intended to fulfil. 

S h m ~ a n  acknowledges the positive aspect of constitutiotlal theory in 
praising Maddox's "two competing themes of constitutionalism, ... the need to 
litrlit government power by checking and clividing it and ... the need for 
govemnent to have adequate power to implement the collective wishes of its 
citizens."" However, even here he inverts the logical order and his own 
exposition deals almost exclusively with the former. There are doubts over 
whether they should he logically separated. However, if there is a 
cornpetition between "getting things done" and stopping the government cloing 
undesirable things, there can he little doubt that it was vic- responsible 
govenmment that the framers expectecl govenmments to get things done anel that 
~t was part of the rationale of fecieralism to ensure that fecleral hohes at least 
are confineti to those given powers. Thus the error of clown-playing the 
positive side of constitutional theory is related t h  ancl reflects the error of 
clown-playing responsible govemnent. 

These are not mistakes made by the drafters of the conqtitution. They 
realised that what they were doing was creating institutions. They wanteci the 
institutions to fulfil certain purposes and gave the111 the strength to enable 
them to do so. They could not have seen their pri~rlary responsihility as 
limiting these institutions as this would have negated. They chose highly 
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effective ways of acllieving those purposes - considerahle money power, 
respo~wible govermnent. They certainly wanted those institutions to do no 
more than fulfil those purposes - retaining as much power as possible witllin 
the states. However, they attempted to huild these into the design of the 
positive powers given to federal institutions rather than a systenl of 
limitatic~ns.~ 

Australia has a proud tradition of furthering human rights. However, it is 
a tradition of institutional action to further rights rather than institutional 
restraint to prevent interference with rights. At the feeleration, ant1 for the 
thirty years that followed, Australia and its antipodean neighhour, lee1 the 
cleveloped world (of which they were then leading exx~iples) in respecting 
human rights. They ensureci wicler suffrage, pensions, mini~num wages, and 
the limitation of regional difference (through the Grants Commission). At the 
same time the Uniteel States Supreme Court was striking clown legislation 
limiting the hours of work whlch the Harvester judgement was providing for 
the aclequacy of mini~nunl wages. Rights were supportecl by the legislature, 
the Arbitration Court and the Arbitration Commission - and various other 
commissions from the Grants Commission to the Human Rights Commission, 
the Equal Opportunities Cornmission, the Senate Stancling Committee on 
Legal and Constitutional Affairs, and the various State depmnents which 
have to scrutinize Queensland hills to avoid the political flak that may arise if 
they are seen to breach the Legislative Standarcis Act 1992 (Qld). Even now, 
when the High Court recognizes the embedded mistake of terra nulliusi5, the 
actual provision of land rights for the rnajority of inciigenous people is 
through legislation3'. This is not to say that rights are, in any sense, perfectly 
protected by this more institutional approach or that some juclicially ellforced 

14 Of course, it rnust he said that they did their job too well. They made institutions 
which could make a nation out of Australia and gave them the powers to achieve that 
goal. As those federal institutions succeeded in those goals, being an Australian came 

1 to be more important than being a lnenlber of a state. shifting the centre c.)f political 
power and debate to the Cum~nonwealth at the expense of the states. 

I '' Mabo v C)uc~c.nslund (No 2) (1992) 175 CLK 1. 
I 
I -" Native Title Act 1993 (Cth). 
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limitations on govenunent may not provide a11 important part in the "rights 
regime" Australians are builtling to protect the rights of citizens. However, 
the adequacy of limitecl govenunent as a protector of hurrlarl rights is hardly 
established. 

Whether or not academic writers prefer the lirniteci govemnent or 
institutional support means of redsing human rights, it is the latter that has 
heen, and has largely remained, the Australian methcni. Australian 
constitutional theory needs to recognize that. 

Original Intent: 

The American product for wlich Greg Craven appears to he the self- 
appointed Australian distributori7 is original intent theory. There is no room 
in this piece to go into the philosophical prohlerns o f  original intent as a 
theory of textual interpretation. Mociem literary interpretation mcl especially 
tlleories of legal interpretation have down-played authors anel original intent 
and elnphasised the way that interpretations are contemporary, contested, :uld 
ciepentlent on the values and assumptions of the interpreter and/or the 
community of which he or she is a part.38 Thus the intent often proves to he 
that of the interpreters - as is the originality! Of course, for those Americans 
whose economic ideology comes from the late eighteentJ1 century the appeal of 
interpreting their constitution according to the intentions of eighteenth century 
liberals is ohvious - perhaps a little too ohvious for the niceties of academic 
cliscourse! In this paper, I will confine myself to a few comments. 

Probably the most important reason why I a111 not an original intenter is 
that I believe in the graclual i~nprovement of human knowlecige, the refinement 
in values and the possibility of leaning from experience. Thus I generally 

n "Original Intent and the Australian Constitutic.)n - Coming Soc.~n to a Court Near You?" 
(1990) 1 Public Low Revicw 166. 

W See, for example, K.Dworkin "Law as Interpretation" (1981.2) 60 Texcls Luw R ~ ~ v i c w  
327 and Stanley Fish "Working on the Chain Gang - Interpretation in Law and 
Literature" (198 1-2) 60 Taus  Law R e v i m  55 1 .  
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find twentieth century ideas and theories more compelling than eighteenth and 
nineteenth century ones and am loath to burden any society with the latter. 

Another reason is to be found in one of the ideas associated with the rule 
of law. Citizens should be governed by stated intentions incorporated in texts 
rather than the unlegislated intentions of those who drafted them. This is not 
to say that texts can be so certain as to operate without interpretation or that 
interpretation can or should be uncontested. But the interpretation should be 
of the text rather than of the minds of those who created it.39 

It may seem ironic to find original intenters falling foul of rule of law 
arguments. But there is an even greater irony that original intent theorists like 
Craven are arnong the 111ost likely to criticise the founding fathers for creating 
the supposeci contradiction between responsible government anti federalism. 
One wonders how they can be so insistent on being tied to the intentions of 
such obviously fallible (and possible scluzoiti) men. I have to admit to a 
healthy disrespect for the wisdom of the framers arid the value of their 
creations, but I am prepared to look seriously at what they sought to achieve 
and whether their creation can be made to work in theory and practice. 

Constructing an Original Intent for a Constitution: 

There are special problems in detennining the original intent of the 
Australian Constitution due to the necessity for co~nprc:)mise, the demc.)cratic 
input and the possibility arld actuality of mlendnlent. 

With ordinary legislation, the intention of the majority, or the majority 
party, can serve as the basis for interpretation because all that is necessary to 
pass legislation is a majority of the relevant legislative houses. However, 

JY This is reflected in developments in legal thecrry. When laws were seen as cc.)mrnands, 
it was natural tc.1 loc.~k at the cc.~mmander and the wish his cc.)mmand conveyed. 
However, when texts are created by complex procedures hy multiple persons over 
tilne. This is one uf the reasons why legal interpretation has f(.)cussed c.)n the judge and 
the interpreter rather than thc sovereign legislator just as literature has cc.~ncentrated 
on the reader rather than the author. 
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getting a majority in the convention was not enough - the various states had to 
he persuaded to join. The constitution was a compromise and it is not 
appropriate to interpret a compromise according to the wishes of one party to 
the compromise (for example, the majority whose first concern was to protect 
the states4). That approach gives greater weight to the views of that side and 
skews the compromise in their favour in ways that might have led others to 
reject the compmmise. Of course it is at this point that Warden repeats one 
of the arguments for emphasising federalism and a strong Senate - 
that without it the smaller states would not have joined the union. However, 
as I have pointed out el~ewhere,~' the most reluctant state of those crucial to 
federatior) was New South Wales (I do not include Western Australia 
because, as the actual wording of the constitution attests, federation would 
have gone ahead without it). It was the concessions intended to weaken the 
Senate made at the 1899 Premiers conference that finally persuaded the 
reluctant New South Wales to join. 

The picture is further complicatecl by the role of the electorate in 
approving the original constitution and in deciding whether to amend it or not. 
Even if Craven is justified as taking the intention of the convention delegates 
for the intention of the electorate in 1900, how do we determine their intention 
for later amentlments'! Do we lcwk at the intention of the cornrnonwealth 
parliament'? States rightists should shudder at the thought of basing the 
interpretation of any part of the constitution in the mind of the anti-Christ (or, 
rather, anti-States - a far worse moral failing). Or do we look to the 
electorate? If the intentions behind the amendment are antithetical to the 
intentionfi of the framers, how do we construct a coherent interpretation of the 
constitution as a whole. Even if the amendment is rejected, expressing a re- 
affirmation of the existing constitution, is this a re-affirmation of the 
constitution as it was originally intended to operate or as it currently operates 
and is currently interpreted? 

40 See J.Warden, discussed above. 
41 See C.J.G.Sampford "The Senate and Supply: Some Awkward Questions" (1987) 13 

Monush University Luw Revim 119. 
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Craven's use of arguments based on (unstated) theories of democracy is 
highly selective. The democratic nature of the original constitution is 
emphasised as is the rejection of changes to it. However, Commonwealth 
legislation that falls foul of that Constitution (and much more of it would 
inevitably do so if Craven's interpretations were adoptecl) is also passed by a 
cle~nocratically-elected legislature. Craven plays down criticisms of the 
flawed nature of pre-federation demcxracy, characterising such attempts as 
anachronistically imposing "some democratic ideal" on the last part of the 
nineteenth century and insisting that they are the most recent and most 
clemc)cratic expression of the will of the Australian people available. Even if 
one passes over the rather crude cultural relativism implied in this comment, 
it still rather misses the point. Those who reject original intent are not trying 
to impose our clemcxratic ideals on the late nineteenth century: it is rather too 
late for that. They merely do not want inferred late nineteenth century ideals 
being used to interpret the Constitution and overricle the current results of our 
clemocratic process. Make no mistake if co)~~lmonwealth legislation is 
invalidated by the original intent of the Constitution, the parliaments elected 
according to late twentieth century demczratic ideals are being trumped by the 
demcxratic ideals of the late nineteenth century that are being imposed on the 
late twentieth century and parliaments elected according to late twentieth 
century ideals. 

The usual reply to this points to refusal of the Australiarl electorate to 
111ake substantial changes to the Constitution. This implies an endorsement 
according to the less anachronistic den~ocratic value? of today. However, the 
question is whether the rejection of alle~xktl~ents really clc~s imply an 
enclorsement ale1 whether our flawed democratic processes work better UI 

referencla or election campaigns. There is intense concentration on the 
pro~nises of governments arid on their performance. Referenda are relatively 
infrequent and the alternative choices are subject to far less media scrutiny at 
the time ancl even less scrutiny as to the consequences of the choice macle. Of 
course, defenders of the current Constitution like to portray the co~wtant 
rejection of amenclments as representing the wisdom of the Australian 
electorate (a view that is apparently not shared by those mounting a g c ~ d  deal 
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of the "no" cases who apparently operate on the principle that mendacity 1s 
the best policy). However, the other view is that change is just difficult for 
reasons wiforeseen by the founders. I would suggest that it would be just as 
hard to formally change a more centralist constitution into our current one as 
it is to change the Constitution we currently have. To those who say that the 
people would change the constitution into a more centralist one if they wanted 
to, one could retort that if people do not like the way the High Court interprets 
the constitution, they could change that by constitutional mlenclnlent. In 
referring to an analogous argument, Craven rediscovers the clifiiculty of 
constitutional change. 

Perhaps that is why Craven ultimately seeks cc~nstitutional change through 
changes in the interpretive practices of the High Court rather than fonllal 
anenchnent. This is exactly why he criticises those who changed the effect of 
the constitution by literalist interpretation in the 1920s and progressivist 
interpretation in the 1980s rather than through referenda. However, at least 

42 the principles of the Engineers' case alci the currently emerging approach 
of the High Court are home grown theories rather than American imports. 

None of this is to suggest that we should ignore the contemporary views, 
especially those of the actual drafters, as to what was intended by the 
co~lstitution in whole or part. Although the meanings of a text are inevitably 
those given to it by the audience at the time it is read rather than that given to 
it by the authors at the time it is written, attempts to discover the latter are 
highly useful. Just as a later audience may fincl a meaning that was 
unintended and highly attractive to the author, so may a later audience gain 
insights into the text by finding out, as far as is possible, the meaning, 
purpose and context of the authors. It also provicies wonderful rebuttal pclints 
to those original intenters most intent on forcing their own intent on the 
statute. This is precisely what I have attempted to do in showing that the 
drafters clearly wanted hoth fedenlism ald responsible govenunent in their 

42 The Arnulgumuted Society of Engineers v The Adelaide Steamship Compuny 
Limited un Others (1920) 28 CLR 129. 
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constitution anci most felt that the twc.1 were compatible - tlw.,ugh they clid not 
exactly see how.43 

(.;ENERATIN(:; AUSTRALIAN CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY 

In wanling against theoretical imports, I do not wish to suggest some kind 
of intellectual autarchy. Perusal of tlle list of questions posed reveal some 
issues that should be on the agenda of every modem society - and should 
remain there. However, when we reach the institutional questions, the need 
for Australian solutitins that address the kind of society and institutions we 
have developed, become apparent. Once we have done that, we may well find 
that we have some important insights to offer to constitutional theorists in 
other countries. However, we would not advocate their thoughtless export 
any more than we would the thoughtless import of those from tile United 
States or the United Kingdom. 

4.3 See C.J.G. Sampf(.)riI, ubovr n.6. 




